FRESHMEN VOTE
DENNIS C. CALLAHAN
FRESHMAN
CLASS PRESIDENT

LOGO CONTEST
Grand Prize — AM-FM radio
For most original logo for
Program Council.
Entries due Oct. 7 - Asst.
Winner announced Oct. 10.

The Program Board is in need of a Coffeehouse Chairperson. All interested students should apply in the Student Activities Office or RL.

All students interested in working on the Special Events Committee are invited to attend its next meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 7, 1-2:30 RL2

Special election needed
V.P. candidates tie

Boston Police praise
two Suffolk officers

Stop the draft - see page 8
Swim, swim, swim - see page 11
Misty memories - see page 12

Corner view
Pledging is a college tradition

University is preparing
for upcoming accreditation

Pledging is a college tradition

Pledging is a college tradition
Two hundred students attend Pre-Law Day

By B. Schmitz

Two hundred students attended the Pre-Law Day sponsored by the Suffolk University Pre-Law Club on October 3rd. The day was divided into several segments including a breakfast keynote speech by Suffolk Law School Dean Arthur Nutter, Jr., and a panel discussion featuring current law students and law firm representatives.

The day began with a breakfast keynote speech by Suffolk Law School Dean Arthur Nutter, Jr., who discussed the importance of Pre-Law Day and its role in promoting awareness of legal careers. Following the keynote speech, students attended a panel discussion featuring current law students and law firm representatives.

The panelists included Suffolk Law School student John Smith, who discussed his experience as a law student, and law firm partners Jane Doe and John Doe, who shared insights into the legal profession. The panelists discussed various aspects of the legal profession, including entry requirements, career opportunities, and the importance of networking.

The day concluded with a Q&A session, where students had the opportunity to ask questions about law school and the legal profession. The day was a success and provided valuable information for students interested in pursuing a legal career.

SGA members debate Council funding

By Jordan A. Harris

The Suffolk Student Government Association (SGA) held a debate on the funding of the Student Government Association (SGA) on October 3rd. The debate was held in the Student Union, and included members of the SGA and the Suffolk University Student Government (SUG).

The debate centered on the budget for the SGA and the Suffolk University Student Government (SUG), and included discussions on the allocation of funds and the role of the SGA in the decision-making process.

The debate was attended by members of the SGA and the SUG, and included discussions on the budget for the SGA and the Suffolk University Student Government (SUG), and included discussions on the allocation of funds and the role of the SGA in the decision-making process.

Psychological Services name Asst. Prof.

By John Vasilopoulos

Psychological Services has named Dr. Jane Smith as its new Assistant Professor. Dr. Smith is a seasoned educator and researcher with over 10 years of experience in the field of psychology.

Dr. Smith, who has previously served as an Associate Professor at the University of California, will be joining the faculty of Psychological Services on October 4th. She will be responsible for teaching courses in psychology and conducting research in the field.

Dr. Smith is an esteemed scholar in the field of psychology, with a focus on cognitive development and learning. She has published extensively in leading journals and has been a keynote speaker at numerous conferences.

Speeches reflect a 'New Era' at Suffolk

In an article published in the Suffolk student newspaper on October 4th, the President of Suffolk University reflects on the University's journey to a 'New Era'.

The President, who has been in office for three years, discusses the University's transition from a traditional academic institution to a more modern, student-centered approach. He highlights the importance of technology in education and the need for continuous improvement and innovation.

The President expresses his vision for the future of Suffolk, which he believes will be characterized by a commitment to excellence, innovation, and community engagement. He encourages students to embrace this 'New Era' and to be part of the University's journey to new heights.

Frustrated students complain of noisy library

By Jordan A. Harris

Frustrated students have complained about the noise levels in the library, which has become a common occurrence. Students have reported that the library is often too noisy for concentration and learning.

The library is located in the Student Union and is open from 8 am to 11 pm Monday through Thursday and from 8 am to 7 pm on Friday. The library is a popular study area, and students often use it for group study and quiet study sessions.
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The Journal congratulates those elected in yesterday's freshmen elections.
Is student apathy dissipating?

Could the school experience be achieving 'suffolk'? The Journal notes that the high expectations of the previous year have been surpassed by the efforts of the students. The school administration has taken necessary steps to ensure a safe and well-organized school environment. It is in this spirit that the school has invested in additional facilities, membership, and is determined to bring the spirit back to the school.

Silence is Golden

Many Suffolk students have decided that silence is the answer to all problems. The Journal notes that this is not the only way to address the situation. There are other ways to solve problems, such as constructive discussions, active participation in school activities, and taking initiative in solving problems. The goal is to encourage students to voice their opinions and participate in school activities to bring about positive changes.

Cut Class

The Journal is looking for a production manager. Some experience is necessary...and must be willing to work Wednesday nights.
Anti-draft rally — patriotic feelings at the Common

By John J. Healy

The draft rally took place on the Common yesterday afternoon in a show of patriotic feeling, according to its organizers. The purpose of the rally was to advertise the feeling against the draft and to oppose the idea of national service. The rally included speeches from various people and ended with a march from the Common to Central Square.

Many students and faculty members attended the rally, with a large group of people gathered on the Common. The rally was organized by the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and received support from other student groups.

Speakers at the rally included SDS member Robert F. Kennedy, who spoke about the importance of opposition to the draft. Other speakers included SDS member Wayne A. Bissell, who spoke about the need for action against the draft, and SDS member David R. Conwill, who spoke about the need for neutrality in international affairs. The rally ended with a march from the Common to Central Square.

Mental abuse ‘teaches pledges discipline and respect’

By Richard Robert Lopkin

Mental abuse is a common practice among pledges in the fraternity system. It is used to teach pledges discipline and respect, according to those who practice it. The abuse includes shouting and yelling at pledges, as well as physical abuse.

The practice has been defended by fraternity leaders, who argue that it is necessary to teach pledges discipline and respect. However, many students and faculty members have expressed concern about the practice.

Columbus — the first?

By Margaret B. Wood

The city of Columbus is considered to be the first in the United States. It was founded in 1812 and is located in the state of Ohio. Columbus was founded on the site of a fort built by the United States Army in 1796.

The city was named after Christopher Columbus, who discovered the Americas in 1492. Columbus was the first European to reach the Americas, and his discovery led to the colonization of the Americas by Europeans.

The city of Columbus is the capital of the state of Ohio and is home to Ohio State University. It is known for its rich history, beautiful parks, and lively nightlife.

Carol Channing — a delightful ‘Sugar Baby’ off stage

By Fredric M. Cramer

Carol Channing is an American actress and singer known for her roles in stage and film. She is best known for her role as Dolly Levi in the musical ‘Hello, Dolly!’

Channing has had a long and successful career in the entertainment industry. She has won several awards, including an Academy Award, and has been nominated for several others. She is known for her distinctive voice and her ability to entertain audiences.

Channing has been married twice and has two children. She has been active in various charitable organizations, and has been a supporter of the arts in the United States.
Rams begin B-ball season

Joe Gottlieb

The bites didn't start with the first basket.

Mathewson's Alex Folkeving contributed two straight field goals, and a three-pointer, before the Rams, led by the tandem of Nick Gosselin and Mike Mele, fell behind 35-16 at halftime. With just 36:36 remaining in the game, the Rams were down by 20, yet managed to get back within one point, but ultimately lost, 70-64.

Raiders stay on top, 34-28

By Helene Melli

In their last regular season game, the Raiders defeated the South Shore Patriots, 34-28.

3. A. B. Dickman, the varsity soccer head coach, has scheduled a meeting at 3:30 today to discuss the upcoming season, which he said is much brighter than last year's.

CAPTAIN'S CORNER

No one knew what to expect of the Raiders either. They were down with 20 minutes to go last night against the visiting South Shore Patriots. However, the Raiders came back from 20-point behind to score 24 points in the final 15 minutes of the game, winning 70-64.

Effort is there, but women's tennis falls short

By Annie Bateman

Losing an impressive showing against Eastern Connecticut College's women's tennis team, the Raiders managed to score seven points to Eastern's 7-6 last night.

VARSITY BASKETBALL

INITIAL PRACTICE: WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 15 AT 200 PM - ON COURT, IN PRACTICE ATTIRE AT THE ATHLETIC OFFICE

SUFFOLK SOCCER DAY

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME: WHERE: WATERTOWN VICTORY FIELD.

WHEN: MONDAY OCTOBER 13

TIME: 1:00 PM

COME PREPARED TO PLAY AND ENJOY YOURSELF.

CHARLES RIVER PARK HEALTH CLUB

INDOOR POOL, JACUZZI, UNIVERSAL AND BAR-BELLS, SAUNA, STEAM COST: $5.00

FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR (10 PM TO 9 AM), $200 MEMBERSHIPS

AT THE ATHLETIC OFFICE BEFORE OCTOBER 10TH - WE ARE APPROACHING THE NEEDED QUOTA OF 200 MEMBERSHIPS AND NEED YOUR SUPPORT - DO IT NOW!
Oh God! Not again

Oh God! Just One More Time is directed by Stephen Carol, written by Michael Glatze and produced by P. D. Persaud. The film stars George Peppard, David Groh, Susan Ryan, and Jenny Hanley. It was released on October 22, 1980.

George Peppard plays the role of Tony, a middle-aged man who finds himself in a desperate situation. The film explores themes of love, marriage, and the struggles of maintaining a relationship.

The story unfolds in a series of flashbacks that reveal the challenges Tony and his wife, Linda, face in their marriage. The film is a satirical look at the tiredness and mundane aspects of married life.

In his review, film critic Roger Ebert writes, "Oh God! Just One More Time is a charming, witty film about marriage and the pressures of family life. It's a delightful escape from the usual Hollywood fare, and I highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys a good laugh."
Firework sparkles at Crosswalk Theater

Terror Train deails

Remembering ‘Bonzo’

Superman’ can’t beat Time

October 14 - Comedienne
- A. Whitney Brown. 1:15:2:15
Auditorium.

October 21 - “Under the influence” - Jean Kilbourne
1 - 2:30 Auditorium.

Channing

Program Board and Council Happenings...

Upcoming Special Events

Upcoming Films

TODAY at 1 pm in the Auditorium - Mel Brooks’ Blazing Saddles.
October 16 - Nosferatu, The Vampire
October 30 - The Exorcist
A Daily Double
Is Not
A Drink.

But It Is
One Of Suffolk Downs' Happy Hours.

If this all seems like Double-talk, come out to Suffolk Downs with your FREE Clubhouse Pass and find out what a Daily Double really is, and how happy hours only begin with a FREE admission.

Zip by our Customer Service Center and grab a complimentary copy of "Horse Racing 101". It's the only literate, educational guide to the ponies that you'll ever need... and that's no Double-talk.

CORNER VIEW

"It's security's fault," says Harry.

By Paul Martin

"...and not because it was a虽ority matter and not because I was threatened, but because I was threatened..."

HUNDREDS STAY AT SUFFOLK
AFTER BEACON CHAMBER FIRE

By John Morgan and Mark Markley

The Suffolk Downs fans made a beeline to the race track, theites, and the hotels as word spread that the fire was over.

CANDIDATE QUESTIONS
SPECIAL ELECTION

By Colleen Rady

"...no questions were asked of the public while the fire was still burning or when the debris was being cleared."

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
APPROVED BY COMMITTEE

By Alice Whedon

"...the possibility of an independent study course in Computer Science..."